
23.1. MODERN ATOMISM 1ATOMSAn aurate historial aount of the development ofAtomi Physis is probably the most hopeless taskin the History of Siene disipline. The story began,almost ertainly, before the dawn of reorded history.Written reords from Western antiquity date from asearly as 450 BC, when the Greek Leuippus proposedthat all matter was omposed of ��o�s, i.e. minisuleindestrutible subunits of whih there are only a few ba-si speies. This view was piked up by Leuippus' stu-dent, Demoritos of Abdera, some 50 years later andpopularized by Epiurus of Samos around 300 BC, whodeveloped the \Atomist" philosophial system that wasepitomized by the Roman philosopher and poet TitusLuretius Carus in about 60 BC.Meanwhile, in 335 BC Aristotle ountered with theproposition that matter was not grainy (as would seem tobe required by the Atomist view) but smoothly ontinu-ous and omposed of four basi elements, also ontinu-ous: earth, air, fire and water. This piture gainedpopularity around 300 BC under Zeno of Cition, founderof the Stois.Thus the battle lines between a \briks and mortar" viewof matter and a \ontinuous" image of spae, time andsubstane had been drawn well before the birth of Jesus;it took until the Twentieth Century to �nd the synthesisthat allowed these two pitures (both of whih, iniden-tally, are orret) to oexist in peae, though perhaps atthe expense of what one passed for ommon sense.Probably one key paradigm was Newton's alu-lus, whih taught everyone to understand ontinuousmathematial behaviour in terms of disrete \di�eren-tials" whose intervals were allowed to go to zero. Thus bythe Ninteenth Century all sientists and mathematiianswere intimately familiar with this trik for making thesmooth look grainy and vie versa. The psyhologialstage was set for a new physial paradigm that reon-iled Demoritus' Atomism with Aristotle's Elements.There was also an enormous amount of work done inthe Middle Ages on determining exatly whih ordinaryhousehold materials were true elements and whih wereombinations of several elements | what we now allhemial ompounds. This was the work of untoldnumbers of Alhemists, most of whose work was donein seret for fear of perseution by those who onsideredsuh matters to be none of Humanity's business. Never-theless, by the turn of the Nineteenth Century, a greatmany true elements had been orretly identi�ed andsome regularities had begun to appear.The next diÆulty with the History of Atomi Physisis that a lot of it is Chemistry. Even after Alhemy be-

ame respetable under the new name of Chemistry, aertain mutual disdain was herished between Physiistsand Chemists | whih unfortunately lives on to thisday | and onsequently the History of Atomism readsa little di�erently in the Chemistry textbooks from thePhysis version. Both are equally legitimate, of ourse,but sine History is subjet to politis and revisionism,one must always read any aount with a ertain healthyskeptiism.I will therefore make no laim that my aount is fair,or even historially aurate; rather, my goal will be toshow how the ideas might have developed in a perfetlylogial sequene, using the powerful optis of hindsight.If you are stimulated by this \fake history" to go learnfor yourself what really happened, then I will onsidermy goal ahieved.23.1 Modern AtomismMost Physiists (and all Chemists) will probably agreethat the ruial empirial observations that set modernsiene on the trak of atoms (as we now know them) o-urred around the transition between the Eighteenth andNineteenth Centuries when a number of sientists inlud-ing Antoine Laurent Lavoisier, Bryan and William Hig-gins, Joseph Louis Proust, John Dalton and Joseph LouisGay-Lussa1 disovered that ertain hemial agentsombined in simple integer ratios of their \moleularweights" with other agents, a phenomenon most eas-ily explained by assuming that these agents were thetrue hemial elements sought by the Alhemists2 andfurthermore that one moleular weight of any el-ement ontained the same number of atoms of thatelement! This spei� hypothesis is redited to LorenzoRomano Amadeo Avogardo who in 1811 made a leardistintion between atoms (irreduible hemial units)and moleules, whih are lumps of atoms. For histrouble he got Avogadro's number N0 named afterhim. The atual number of atoms (or, for that matter,moleules) in one moleular weight (or mole) of theorresponding element isN0 � 6:02205� 1023moleules per mole. (1)You may reognize this number from the Chapter onThermal Physis, in partiular the Setion on the1As you might guess, the details of the history of thesedisoveries also tend to vary with the nationality of theHistorian!2The Alhemists were already pretty ertain of many ofthese, of ourse; but they were austomed to keeping theirmouths shut.



2Kineti Theory of Gases, the qualitative assump-tions of whih dated bak as far as Robert Boyle, RobertHooke and Isaa Newton himself in the late SeventeenthCentury. The work of Daniel Bernoulli in 1738 fore-shadowed the use of kineti theory by Joseph Loshmidtin 1865 to make the �rst determination of the value ofN0 from measurements of the atual behaviour of gases.Statistial Mehanis atually played a major rôle inthe development of modern Atomi theory, but its rôle isoften downplayed in historial aounts simply beauseits is harder to understand. I will probably do likewise| but at least I admit it!23.2 What are Atoms Made of?By the end of the Nineteenth Century [I am leaving outa lot here!℄ most sientists were onvined that atomswere \real" (as opposed to a mere alulational aid or ahandy mnemoni paradigm) and were looking for waysto determine their true struture.23.2.1 Thomson's Eletron and e/mIt was found that negatively harged partiles alled\athode rays" ould be oaxed out of a hot metal �l-ament by a large enough eletri potential and aeler-ated to hit a sreen overed with phosphoresent materialwhere they made a bright spot [the forerunner of today'sathod ray tubes or CRT's℄, but until 1897 no one knewmuh about the properties of these partiles. In thatyear Joseph John Thomson used magneti deetion (theLorentz fore) to determine the harge-to-mass ratioqm of the athode rays.3 He found an astonishingly largenegative ratio: qm = �1:76�1011 oulombs/kg, indiat-ing that the eletron (as the \athode ray" partilesoon ame to be known) must be a very light partile(mass me) with a very large eletri harge (q = �e)where the \eletroni harge" e was thought until re-ently to be the quantum of eletri harge | i.e. theirreduible minimum nonzero quantity of eletri harge,in integer multiples of whih all larger harges mustome.43Suh a devie (for measuring the harge-to-mass ratio ofeletrially harged partiles) is known as a magneti spe-trometer. Thomson's version was pretty rude by today'sstandards, but this is still the most aurate method for mea-suring the qm ratio of partiles (and hene, if we know theirharge by some other means, their mass).4This is really the original prototype example of a quan-tized property. Many others were to follow, as we shall see.

23.2.2 Milliken's Oil Drops and eOf ourse, this result revealed nothing about either eor me, just their ratio. But the absolute magnitudeof e was determined ten years later by Robert A. Mil-likan, who wathed tiny droplets of mineral oil through amirosope: the spherial oil drops, reated with an or-dinary atomizer (no pun intended), fell through still airin the Earth's gravity at a terminal veloity determinedby their weight and the fritional drag of the air, both ofwhih an be alulated from their radius. Now, everyone in a while one of the drops would pik up a strayeletron and beome harged. If the experiment was per-formed in a vertial eletri �eld of adjustable strength,the harged droplets ould be made to \hover" by apply-ing just the right voltage to overome the fore of gravity.Then, knowing the eletri �eld, Millikan was able to al-ulate the harge.5 The result was e = 1:6� 10�19 C,whih meant that the mass of the eletron must be reallysmall, namely me = 9:1� 10�31 kg.23.2.3 \Plum Puddings" vs. RutherfordThe disovery of that the eletron was suh an inred-ibly lightweight partile with suh a huge harge madeit perfetly lear that an atom must be something likea \plum pudding" | a homogeneous, featureless ma-trix of positive harge (arrying most of the mass) withthe eletrons embedded in it like raisins. Otherwise theeletrons were apt to be moving, and this was unthink-able! If they were in motion but stayed inside the atom,then they must be ontinually hanging diretion. Thatmeans they must be aelerated, and by that time ev-eryone understood only too well thataelerated harges radiate!Spei�ally, an aelerated harge (espeially one withsuh a large harge-to-mass ratio) must always radiateaway energy in the form of eletromagneti waves | itis a sort of antenna | and so the normal quiesene ofmatter \proves" that the eletrons must be at rest intheir atoms; this an only be so if they are \stuk" in a\plum pudding" of positive harge.65Naturally, sometimes he got two or three eletrons ona drop; but this was simple enough to take into aount:sometimes he got a result of e, sometimes he got a resultof 2e, sometimes he got a result of 3e, but he never got aresult of 12 e, for instane, so it was lear whih result wasthe true harge quantum.6This is truly an unavoidable onlusion if we aept thetheory of lassial eletrodynamis at fae value; it was notjust a misinterpretation. You may be sure that hordes ofPhysiists looked high and low for a way out of this andfound none.



23.2. WHAT ARE ATOMS MADE OF? 3In about 1910 a new type of \radioativity" was disov-ered: ertain nulei spontaneously emit \� rays" whihwere shown to have a qm ratio nearly 4000 timessmaller than eletrons and where therefore muh heavierpartiles. Soon afterwards, Ernest Rutherford set outto demonstrate the orretness of the \plum pudding"model of atoms by sattering these � partiles o�gold atoms omprising a thin gold foil.The piture is analogous to �ring annon balls at greatslabs of gelatin in whih are embedded many small mar-bles. The annon balls will lose a lot of energy go-ing through the gelatin walls, but they ertainly won'thange their diretion of motion muh.To Rutherford's astonishment, most of the � parti-les passed right through the target foil without be-ing deeted or losing muh energy | indiating thatwhat seemed to be \solid" metal was atually omposedmainly of sheer vauum. Even more alarmingly, some ofthe � partiles bouned bakward o� the gold atoms| indiating that the mass of the gold atom was almostall onentrated in a tiny hard kernel of positive hargesome 10,000 to 100,000 times smaller than the size of theatoms themselves!As Rutherford himself put it, \It is like �ring shells ata piee of paper handkerhief and having them bounebak at you."Sattering Cross SetionsInasmuh as we are going to disuss modern elemen-tary partile physis later on, it is appropriate tostop for a moment and ontemplate Rutherford's las-si experiment, for the art of interpreting the distribu-tions of sattering angles when a beam of one typeof partile in a well-de�ned initial state is slammed into atarget omposed of other types of partiles is essentiallythe entire experimental repertoire of the modern PartilePhysiist.Consider: the goal of the experimenter is to learn moreabout the struture of partiles that are, individually,too small to be deteted with a mirosope. [If the par-tile is muh smaller in size than the wavelength � of thelight used in the mirosope, the best it an do is satterthe light into spherial outgoing wavefronts (Huygens'Priniple), from whih we an learn nothing about theshape of the partile itself. The approved terminologyfor this limitation is that the resolution of the miro-sope an never be �ner than the wavelength of the lightit uses.℄ So how an we learn anything about the shapeof the objet partile? By sattering other partileso� it!

Imagine that there is an objet hidden from sight be-hind a thin piee of paper; you have a BB gun whihyou an use to boune BBs o� the objet. You get to tosee whih way the BBs boune, and if you have a morefany apparatus you may get to measure their veloities(momenta) before and after their ollisions with the ob-jet; moreover, if any bits y o� the objet as a result ofa BB ollision, you get to measure their diretions andmomenta as well. This is essentially the situation of thePartile Physiist. We may have a variety of partilebeams ranging from eletrons to heavy nulei, with en-ergies ranging from a few eV to many GeV (billions ofeV) or even TeV (trillions of eV) per partile | orre-sponding to peashooters, BB guns, ries, howitzers andrail guns | but the only way we an use them is to shoot\blind" at our target partiles and study the satter-ing distribution.You should try to imagine for yourself some qualitativephenomena you might look for to test various hypothe-ses about the target objet | starting with Rutherford'stest for \plum puddings" vs. hard-kernel atomi nu-lei. I will not attempt to develop the arane termi-nology of sattering theory here, but I will mention thebasi paradigm: the thing one an measure and desribemost easily about a partile is the area it presents toan inoming beam; we all this the sattering rosssetion and measure it in area units suh as barns [onebarn � (10�13 m)2 or 10�30 m2)℄ | about the size ofan average nuleus.723.2.4 A Short, Bright Life for AtomsA new piture of the atom thus emerged, in whih all thepositive harge and virtually all the mass was onen-trated in a tiny nuleus at the entre of the atom andthe light, negatively harged eletrons orbited about itat rather large distanes, muh like the Earth and otherplanets about the Sun. This is a ompelling and prettyimage, and there is no problem alulating the orbitalveloities of the eletrons in the attrative entral foreof the nuleus.The problem is, the aelerations of said eletrons areenormous, ausing them to radiate away their energy aseletromagneti waves (light) and spiral down into thenuleus. The lifetime of suh an atom must be less than7This humourous name for the size of a target may havemarked the start of a trend toward \ute" nomenlature inPartile Physis, whih manifested itself later in strangeness,quarks and (most reently) truth and beauty as partile prop-erties | the latter pair now being retrated in favour of topand bottom, whih I regard as a failure of nerve and willon the part of Partile Physiists. But that is yet anotherstory. . . .



4about 1 ns (or 10�9 seonds), during whih time theatom gives o� a bright pulse of light. Then, nothing.This doesn't quite �t the data. Atoms are apparentlyquite stable and we are still here to talk about it, so theremust be something wrong with this piture. Naturally,armies of Physiists went to work trying to �nd fault withthe logi of lassial eletrodynamis, but there was noway out; the preditions were too simple to be mistaken.Something was seriously wrong.


